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心理学一般

【談話分析以後の心理学】
5. Parker, I.

Psychology after Discourse Analysis: Concepts, methods, critique. (Psychology After Cri-

【西洋文明における心理学の歴史】
1. Alexander, B.K.

A History of Psychology in Western Civilization. June 2014, 608pp., Hardback (Cambridge
U.P.) ISBN 9781107007291 ¥16,570

(Paperback ISBN 9780521189309 ¥7,530)
Classical scholarship on psychology originates with Plato,
Marcus Aurelius and St Augustine, and these thinkers can
help unravel many problems in contemporary psychology.
This book re-introduces scholarly psychology to readers today, and demonstrates its potential for dealing with the
challenges of the twenty-first century.

tique) July 2014: 216 x 138: 152pp Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN:9781848722101 ¥19,730

(Paperback ISBN 9781848722118 ¥5,630)
Concise and focused collection of articles drawn together in
a single accessible source. Author is arguably the world's
leading critical psychology scholar. New introductions and
contextual editorial material to reach a wider audience.
Critical psychology an area of growing interest and importance. Series volumes will combine to form an important
critical psychology reference.

6. Parker,

【心理学・第 7 版】
2. Gray, P.O. & D.F. Bjorklund
Psychology, 7th Edition. June 2014, 750pp.,
Hardback
(Worth)
ISBN 9781464141959
¥12,960
Peter Gray’s evolutionary perspective and emphasis on critical thinking have made his rigorous yet accessible introduction to psychology a widely respected classroom
favourite. Now thoroughly revised, with the help of new
co-author David Bjorklund, this edition, invites students to
investigate the big ideas in psychological science.

【心理学教授法 – ステップ・バイ・ステップ・ガイド】
3. Lucas, S.G. & D.A. Bernstein

Teaching Psychology: A Step-By-Step Guide
2nd Edition. July 2014: 229 x 152: 216pp
Hardback (Psychology Pr.)9781138790339 ¥28,180

(Paperback ISBN 9781138790346 ¥9,010)
CONTENTS: 1. Introduction. 2. Preparing Your Courses. 3.
The First Few Days of Class. 4. Developing Your Teaching
Style. 5. Evaluating Student Learning. 6. Faculty-Student
Relationships. 7. Teaching with Technology. 8. Assessing
and Improving Your Teaching. 9. Integrating Teaching Into
Your Academic Life.

I.

Psychology after Lacan: Connecting the
Clinic and Research. (Series: Psychology After
Critique)
June 2014,
152pp.,
Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN 9781848722163 ¥19,730
(Paperback ISBN 9781848722170 ¥5,630)

7. Parker, I.

Psychology after Psychoanalysis: Psychosocial Studies and Beyond. (Series: Psychology After Critique)
June 2014, 152pp.,
Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN 9781848722125 ¥19,730
(Paperback ISBN 9781848722 ¥5,630)

8. Parker, I.

Psychology after the Unconscious: From
Freud to Lacan. (Series: Psychology After Critique)
June 2014, 152pp., Hardback (Routledge) ISBN
9781848722149 ¥19,730
(Paperback ISBN 9781848722156 ¥5,630)

9. Parker, I.

Psychology after the Crisis: Scientific Paradigms and Political Debate. (Series: Psychology
After Critique) June 2014, 152pp., Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN 9781848722064 ¥19,730

【脱構築以後の心理学】
4. Parker, I.

Psychology after Deconstruction: Erasure
and social reconstruction. (Psychology After Critique) June 2014: 216 x 138: 152pp Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN:9781848722088 ¥19,730

(Paperback ISBN 9781848722095 ¥5,630)
Features:
cise and focused collection of articles
drawn together in a single accessible source.
arguably the world's leading critical psychology scholar.
New introductions and contextual editorial material to
reach a wider audience.
ology an area of
growing interest and importance.
of analysis with transdisciplinary appeal.
will combine to form an important critical psychology reference.

(Paperback ISBN 9781848722071 ¥5,630)

【新しい行動主義・第 2 版】
10. Staddon, J.

The New Behaviorism, 2nd Edition. March

2014, 229 x 152: 294pp: 33 illus, 1 table, 20 photos,
13 line drawings Paperback (Psychology Pr.)
ISBN:9781848726888 ¥7,880
This groundbreaking book presents a brief history of behaviorism, the dominant movement in American psychology in the first half of the 20th Century. It then analyzes and
criticizes radical behaviorism, as pioneered by B.F. Skinner,
and its philosophy and applications to social issues.

洋書ニュース・ブックマン
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11. Tourangeau, R. (ed)

Hard-to-Survey

Populations.
July 2014,
550pp.,
550pp., Hardback
(Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107031357 ca. ¥20,080
(Paperback ISBN 9781107628717 ca. ¥9,200)

Analysis of Variance. Simple and Multiple Linear Regression.
Logistic Regression and Generalized Linear Models. Density
Estimation. Recursive Partitioning. Scatterplot Smoothers
and Generalized Additive Models. Survival Analysis. Analyzing Longitudinal Data I. Analyzing Longitudinal Data II.
Simultaneous Inference and Multiple Comparisons. Meta-Analysis. Principal Component Analysis. Multidimensional Scaling. Cluster Analysis. Bibliography. Index.

数理・統計心理学
16. Kleinman, K. & N.J. Horton

【Stata 13 による構造方程式モデリング・改訂版】
12. Acock, A.C.

Discovering Structural Equation Modeling
Using Stata 13, Revised Edition. 2013, 306pp.,
Paperback
¥14,090

(Stata Pr.)

SAS and R: Data Management, Statistical
Analysis, and Graphics, Second Edition.
July 2014: 254 x 178: 344pp: 48 illus, 8 tables
Hardback (Chapman & Hall/CRC)
ISBN:9781466584495 ¥14,090

ISBN 9781597181396

This practical guide explores all the features of Stata’s sem
command. This revised edition includes output, syntax, and
instructions for fitting models with the Stata 13 SEM
Builder. It shows how this graphical interface allows users
to draw publication-quality path diagrams and fit the models without writing any programming code. Each model is
presented along with the necessary Stata code. The datasets used are available for download online.

17. Liu, Xiaofeng Steven

Statistical Power Analysis for the Social and
Behavioral Sciences: Basic and Advanced
Techniques.
Oct 2013, 400pp.,
Paperback
(Routledge) ISBN 9781848729810 ¥8,170

【欠損データ分析法ハンドブック】
18. Molenberghs, G. et al.

【アンケート調査の統計解析】

Handbook of Missing Data Methodology. (Se-

13. Bartolucci, F. et al.

Statistical Analysis of Questionnaires: A
Unified Approach Based on R and Stata.
July 2014, 300pp.,
Hardback
(Chapman &
Hall/CRC) ISBN 9781466568495 ¥16,340

【SAS による統計グラフィックスハンドブック】
14. Der, G. & B.S. Everitt

A Handbook of Statistical Graphics Using
SAS. August 2014: 235 x 156: 192pp., 134 illus, 57

ries: Chapman & Hall/CRC Handbook of Modern
Statistical Methods) July 2014, 672pp., Hardback
(Chapman & Hall/CRC)
ISBN:9781439854617
¥18,030

Written by a team of leading researchers in the field, this
handbook presents a comprehensive overview of the state of
the art in the theory and applications of missing data analysis. It covers historical developments, Bayesian and likelihood methods, semiparametric methods, multiple
imputation, sensitivity analysis, and other special topics.
Accessible to graduate students and researchers, each
chapter provides sufficient background material, worked
examples, case studies, and software, where applicable.

tables Hardback ISBN:9781466599031 ¥12,680

CONTENTS: An Introduction to Graphics. Producing
Graphs in SAS. Exploring the Distribution of a Single Variable Graphically. Graphing Bivariate Data I: Two Categorical Variables. Graphing Bivariate Data II: One Continuous
and One Categorical Variable. Graphing Bivariate Data III:
Two Continuous Variables. Plotting Longitudinal Data.
Graphing Multivariate Data. Graphs for Diagnosing Statistical Models. Interpreting and Explaining Complex Models.
Some Miscellaneous Plots. Enhancing Graphical Output for
Presentation.

【R による統計解析ハンドブック・第 3 版】

【行動科学のための統計学・第 3 版】
19. Nolan, S.A. & T.E. Heinzen

Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences, 3rd
Edition. May 2014, 736pp., Hardback (Worth)
ISBN 9781464109225 ¥16,340

Nolan and Heinzen’s engaging introduction to statistics has
captivated students with its easy readability and vivid examples drawn from everyday life. The mathematics of statistical reasoning are made accessible with careful
explanations and a helpful three-tier approach to working
through exercises.

15. Hothorn, T. & B.S. Everitt

A Handbook of Statistical Analyses using R,
Third Edition. July 2014: 235 x 156: 448pp: 153
illus, 78 tables Paperback ISBN:9781482204582
¥11,270

CONTENTS: An Introduction to R. Data Analysis Using
Graphical Displays. Simple Inference. Conditional Inference.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
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20. Reddy, M.V.

24. Northoff, G.

Statistical Methods in Psychiatry Research
and SPSS. September 2014: 229 x 152: 200pp

Minding the Brain: A Guide to Philosophy
and Neuroscience. April 2014, 480pp., Hard-

Topics covered include: • An overview of psychiatry research • The organization and collection of data • Descriptive statistics • The basis of statistical inference •
Tests of significance • Correlational data analysis • Multivariate data analysis • Meta-analysis • Reporting the
results • Statistical software

This book explores how the relationship between philosophy and the brain can inform neuroscience, the mind-brain
problem and debates about consciousness. Written in a
lively style with extensive pedagogy to explain complex concepts, this is interesting reading for students and researchers of psychology, neuroscience and philosophy.

Hardback (Taylor & Francis) ISBN:9781771880350
¥19,720

【行動科学者のための MATLAB・第 2 版】

ISBN:9780230283541

25. Pennington, B.

21. Rosenbaum, D.A. et al.

MATLAB for Behavioral Scientists, Second
Edition. July 2014: 254 x 178: 368pp: 92 illus, 23
photos, 69 line drawings Hardback
ISBN:9780415535915: ¥26,770

back (Palgrave Macmillan)
¥18,320

(Routledge)

(Paperback ISBN 9780415535946 ¥8,730)
CONTENTS: 1. Introduction 2. Interacting With MATLAB 3.
Matrices 4. Calculations 5. Contingencies 6. Input-Output 7.
Data Types 8. Modules And Functions 9. Plots 10. Lines,
Shapes, and Images 11. Animation and Sound 12. Enhanced User Interaction 13. Psychtoolbox 14. Debugging 15.
Going On

生理・神経心理学
22. Coetzer, R. & R. Balchin

Working with Brain Injury: A Primer for
Psychologists Working in Under-Resourced
Settings. June 2014, 232pp., Hardback (Psy-

Explaining Abnormal Behavior: A Cognitive
Neuroscience Perspective. Jan 2014, 270pp.,
Hardback
¥7,530

(Guilford)

ISBN:9781462513666

【外国語様アクセント症候群】
26. Ryalls, J. & N. Miller

Foreign Accent Syndromes: The Stories
People Have to Tell.
May 2014, 288pp.,
Hardback
¥26,770

(Psychology Pr.)

ISBN:9781848721524

(Paperback ISBN 9781848721531 ￡26.99)
The authors are two leading global experts on FAS, and this
is the first volume of its kind to provide such a broad and
comprehensive examination of this rare and poorly understood condition. It will be of great interest to practising clinicians in neurology, psychiatry, psychology and speech and
language therapy/pathology, as well as students in health
disciplines relevant to neurorehabilitation, linguists and also to families and caregivers.

chology Pr.) ISBN:9781848723320 ¥25,360
(Paperback ISBN 9781848723337 ¥7,040)

27. Smith, C. & H. Whitaker (eds)

Brain, Mind and Consciousness in the History of Neuroscience. (History, Philosophy and

【EEG/ERP 分析 – 方法と応用】
23. Kamel, N. & A.S. Malik (eds)

EEG/ERP Analysis: Methods and Applications. July 2014, 425pp., Hardback (CRC Pr.)

Theory of the Life Science, Vol 6) May 2014, 403pp.,
Hardcover
(Springer)
ISBN 9789401787734
¥30,040

ISBN:9781482224696 ¥27,900

This book covers EEG/ERP processing and analysis and
their various applications. It explains the different techniques used for preprocessing the EEG/ERP data for artifacts removal and the advanced techniques used for signal
enhancement, source localization, data fusion, classification,
and quantitative EEG. It also demonstrates successful clinical applications of EEG/ERP in areas such as epilepsy,
brain injury, brain source localization, psychiatry, BCI, cognitive distraction, sleep deprivation, and others. The book
gives clinicians an understanding of technical issues and
theoretical approaches involved in EEG/ERP and engineers
an understanding of its clinical application

動物心理学
【マーモットの生物学】
28. Armitage, K.B.

Marmot Biology: Sociality, Individual Fitness and Population Dynamics. June 2014,
410pp., Hardback ca. ¥17,570

Reporting the results of a 40-year research project on the
yellow-bellied marmot in the Upper East River Valley in
Colorado, USA, this book discusses life-history features of
marmots and demonstrates how population biology can explain major ecological and evolutionary theories, especially
inclusive fitness and population regulation.

洋書ニュース・ブックマン
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【動物と社会】

【身体活動の心理学】

29. Tester, K.

33. Biddle, S.J.H. et al.

Animals and Society: The Humanity of Animal Rights. (Routledge Library Editions: Social
Theory ) August 2014: 234 x 156: 222pp Hardback
(Routledge)
ISBN: 9781138782013
¥19,730
Animals and Society uses a variety of historical sources and
a coherent social theory to tell the story of the invention of
animal rights. It moves from incidents like the medieval execution of pigs to a discussion of the politics and strategies
of modern rights organisations. The book also presents
radical interpretations of nineteenth-century animal welfare
laws, and the accounts of the Noble Savage. The insights
generated by social science are always at the core of the
discussion and the author daws on the work of Michel
Foucault, Norbert Elias, Claude Levi-Strauss and Mary
Douglas. This wide-ranging and accessible book provides a
fascinating account of the relations between humans and
animals. It raises far-reaching questions about the philosophy, history and politics of animal rights.

Psychology of Physical Activity: Determinants, Well-Being and Interventions. June
2014,
488pp.,
Hardback
ISBN:9780415518178 ¥28,180

(Routledge)

(Paperback ISBN 9780415518185 ¥11,270)
Psychology of Physical Activity is the most authoritative,
engaging and up-to-date introduction to exercise psychology currently available. It is essential reading for all students
working in exercise and health sciences.

34. Boyle Swiniarski, L. (ed)

World Class Initiatives and Practices in Early Education: Moving Forward in a Global
Age. (Educating the Youg Child, Vol 9) Jan 2014,
197pp., Hardcover (Springer)
ISBN 97894007978528 ¥23,100

35. Breitmeyer, B.G.

The
Visual
(Un)Conscious
and
Its
(Dis)Contents: A Microtemporal Approach.

発達・教育心理学

March 2014, 256pp., Paperback
ISBN 9780198712237 ¥8,450

【創造性と高レベル思考を阻害する独断的信念】

(Oxford U.P.)

30. Ambrose, D. & R.J. Stenberg

How Dogmatic Beliefs Harm Creativity and
Higher-Level Thinking. Sept 2013, 240pp.,
(Routledge) Paperback (Routledge)
ISBN 9780415894616 ¥7,880

36. Brodie, K.

Sustained Shared Thinking in the Early
Years: Linking Theory to Practice. May 2014,
176pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN:9780415713429 ¥26,770

【特殊教育における重要問題】

(Paperback ISBN 9780415713436 ¥6,190)

31. Bateman, B. et al. (eds)

Critical issues in Special Education: Personal Perspectives. June 2014, 512pp., Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN:9780415539173 ¥34,380

(Paperback ISBN 9780415539180 ¥10,708)
Intended for courses at either the undergraduate or graduate level, this book provides historical, legal, and theoretical
background on the most pressing issues in special education. Written in compelling language, it ultimately urges the
reader to develop critical thinking skills so they can argue
their own positions on these toics.

37. Burack, J.A. (ed)

Cultural and Contextual Perspectives on
Developmental Risk and Well-Being. (Interdis-

ciplinary Approaches to Knowledge and Development,
39) May 2014, 320pp., Hardback ca. ¥15,060

【子ども同士のおしゃべり – お互いから学ぶ】
38. Cekaite, A. (ed)

32. Bettmann, J.E. & D. Demetri Friedman (eds)

Attachment-Based Clinical Work with Children and Adolescents. (Essential Clinical Social
Work Series) 2013, 287pp., Softcover (Springer)
ISBN 9781461493815 ¥9,240

Children’s Peer Talk: Learning from Each
Other. March 2014, 285pp., Hardback (Cambridge U.P.) ISBN:9781107017641 ¥16,570

Inside and outside the classroom, children of all ages spend
time interacting with their peers. This collection documents
how peer talk can contribute to their socialization and
demonstrates that if we are to understand how children
learn in everyday interactions we must explore peer group
cultures, talk, and activities.

洋書ニュース・ブックマン
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39. Coleman, J.

Why Won’t My Teenager Talk to Me? June
2014, 176pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN 9781138017337 ¥22,550

【学校における精神病理学】
43. Harwood, V. & J. Allan

Psychopathology at School: Theorizing
Mental Disorders in Education. April 2014,

(Paperback ISBN 9781138017344 ¥4,220)

216pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN 9780415810425 ¥23,950

【自閉症と児童期の社会的世界】
40. Conn, C.

Autism and the Social World of Childhood: A
Sociocultural Approach to Theory and Practice. April 2014, 200pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN 9780415838337 ¥25,360

(Paperback ISBN 9780415838344 ¥8,170)
Autism and the Social World of Childhood brings together
current understandings about the social engagement of
children with autism, gained from psychology-based research into autism, with well-established ideas about children’s everyday social worlds, gained from sociocultural
theories of childhood. It describes the experiences of interaction, friendship and play from children’s own point of
view as a way of giving insight into children’s lives as they
are lived and understood by them. Such an understanding
serves to inform educational practice and aids the provision
of more effective learning environments.

【学校コンサルティング研究ハンドブック・第 2 版】
41. Erchul, W.P. & S.M. Sheridan (eds)

Handbook of Research in School Consultation. (Series: Consultation and Intervention Series in
School Psychology) May 2014, 516pp., Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN 9780415501200 ¥39,460

(Paperback ISBN 9780415501224 ¥22,550)
Now in its second edition, the Handbook provides the field
of school-based consultation with a comprehensive volume
examining research perspectives and methodologies, models of practice, and future directions. Revised and updated,
this collection brings together leading experts in the field,
offering both producers and consumers of school consultation an invaluable snapshot of the current boundaries and
rapidly growing content of the discipline. Perfect for school
psychologists, and appropriate for researchers, trainers,
and school-based professions, this handbook is a necessity
for those keeping pace with the evolving world of school
consultation.

This book provides a timely response to concerns about the
rising numbers of children whose behaviour is recognised
and understood as a medicalised condition, rather than
simply as poor behaviour caused by other factors. It is the
first scholarly analysis of psychopathology which draws on
the philosophers Foucault, Deleuse, Gautari and Arendt to
examine the processes whereby children’s behaviour is
pathologised. The heightened attention to mental disorders
is contrasted with education practices in the early and
mid-to-late twentieth century, and the emergence of a new
conceptualization of childhood is explored.

44. Hosp, J. et al.

The ABCs of Curriculum-Based Evaluation: A
Practical Guide to Effective Decision Making.
Feb 2014, 164pp., Paperback (Guilford)
ISBN 9781462513529 ¥5,850

【教育者のためのヴィゴツキー】
45. Karpov, Y.V.

Vygotsky for Educators.

June 2014, 272pp.,
Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107065420 ¥14,220
(Paperback ISBN 9781107637498 ¥5,020)
This volume offers the first comprehensive introduction to
the contemporary Vygotskian approach to learning and development for English-speaking educators. Yuriy V. Karpov
explores the practical applications of this approach from
birth through adolescence and shows its advantages over
traditional and constructivist aeucation.

【発達研究法ハンドブック／ペーパー版】
46. Laursen, B. et al. (eds)

Handbook of Developmental Research
Methods. 2013, 788pp., Paperback (Guilford)
ISBN:9781462513932 ¥9,200

42. Harrison, L. & J. Sumsion (eds)

Lived Spaces of Infant –Toddler Education
and Care: Exploring Diverse Perspectives on
Theory, Research and Practice. (International
Perspectives on Early Childhood Education and Development, Vol 11) May 2014, ca.215pp., Hardcover
(Springer) ISBN 9789401788373 ¥23,100

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ

(Hardback 2011 ISBN 9781606236093 ¥21,250)
Appropriate for use in developmental research methods or
analysis of change courses, this is the first methods handbook specifically designed to meet the needs of those studying development. Leading developmental methodologists
present cutting-edge analytic tools and describe how and
when to use them, in accessible, nontechnical language.
They also provide valuable guidance for strengthening developmental research with designs that anticipate potential
sources of bias. Throughout the chapters, research examples demonstrate the procedures in action and give readers
a better understanding of how to match research questions
to developmental methods.

洋書ニュース・ブックマン
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【若年母の青年成人期への過渡 – 人間的強さからの
アプローチ】
47. Leadbeater, B.J.R.

Growing Up Fast: Re-Visioning Adolescent
Mothers’ Transitions to Young Adulthood.
March 2014, 254pp., Hardback
ISBN:9781848725713 ¥23,860

(Psychology Pr.)

(Paperback ISBN 9781848725720 ¥7,010)
In this updated edition, Leadbeater shows us how we can
re-vision and re-read the previous findings in ways that not
only emphasize the diversity of outcomes for young mothers
and the sources of their strengths, but also asks what we
can do today to support their educational and occupational goals as they transition to adulthood. This new edition also includes a Foreword by Ross D. Parke and some
pedagogical materials for using the book in a course.

【愛着の諸相 – 普遍的人間的欲求と文化的変異】
51. Otto, H. (ed)

Different Faces of Attachment: Cultural
Variations on a Universal Human Need.
June 2014, 350pp., Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107027749 ca. ¥16,570

This groundbreaking reconceptualization of attachment
theory brings together leading scholars from psychology,
anthropology and related fields to reformulate the theory to
fit the cultural realities of our world. It will be of particular
interest to scholars and graduate students interested in developmental psychology, developmental anthropology, evolutionary biology and cross-cultural psychology

【いじめをのり越える – 実践的研究ガイド】
52. Paul, Simone

Beyond Bullying: A Practitioner Research
Guide. (Series: Routledge Research in Educational

【幼児教育におけるスピリチュアルな体験】
48. Mata, J.

Spritual Experiences in Early Childhood
Education: Four Kindergartners, One Classroom. July 2014, 192pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN:9780415834704 ¥22,550

Spiritual topics are frequently avoided in the public school
classroom in an attempt to avoid controversy. However, by
ignoring, preventing, or discounting spirituality, educators
can also inhibit children’s spiritual development. Based on
qualitative research and interactions with both children and
adults, Jennifer Mata argues that educators should be responsible for addressing spiritual matters in the classroom,
and for re-introcing these topics into the early childhood
curriculum in particular. The book uses the stories of four
real kindergartners to explore different modes of spiritual
education and, in turn, to examine what spirituality might
look like in a classroom setting.

Psychology)
May 2014, 224pp.,
Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN 9780415722049 ¥23,950

Beyond Bullying offers guidance and advice on conducting
practitioner research into bullying and provides resources
to assist practitioners and researchers in doing so. It draws
on a case study of almost 1000 secondary school students
over a period of 5 academic years to explore student perception of traditional bullying and cyber bullying, and how
recommended approaches to bullying research can be applied to practice. The book provides an overview of bullying
and cyber bullying literature, considering recent research in
the field, how this was conducted, and what the findings
were. In addition, the case study illustrates how a positive
anti-bullying school ethos can be established through practitioner research.

【教育における情動 ― ハンドブック】
【マルチメディア・ラーニングに関するハンドブック】
49. Mayer, R.E. (ed)

＜第 2 版＞

The Cambridge Handbook of Multimedia
Learning, 2nd Edition. (Series: Cambridge
Handbooks in Psychology)
July 2014, 936pp.,
Hard (Cambridge U.P.) 9781107035201 ¥23,430

The updated second edition of the only handbook to offer a
comprehensive analysis of research and theory in the field
of multimedia learning of learning from words and images.
It examines research-based principles to determine the
most effective methods of multimedia instruction and uses
cognitive theory to explain how these methods work.

50. Moss, P.

Transformative Change and Real Utopias in
Early Childhood Education: A Story of Democracy, Experimentation and Potentiality.
April 2014, 248pp., (Routledge)
ISBN 9780415656009 ¥25,360

(Paperback ISBN 9780415656016 ¥7,600)

53. Pekrun, R. & L. Linnenbrink-Garcia (eds)
Handbook of Emotions in Education. (Series:
Educational Psychology Handbook)
April 2014,
608pp., (Routledge) N 9780415895019 ¥33,810
(Paperback ISBN 9780415895026 ¥20,290)
For more than a decade, there has been growing interest
and research on the pivotal role of emotions in educational
settings. This ground-breaking handbook is the first to
highlight this emerging field of research and to describe in
detail the way in which emotions affect learning and instruction in the classroom as well as students’ and teachers’ development and well-being. Informed by research from
a number of related fields, the handbook includes four sections. With work from leading international experts across
disciplines, this book synthesizes the latest research on
emotions in education.

54. Prince-Embury, S. & D.H. Saklofske (eds)

Resilience Interventions for Youth in Diverse Populations. (The Springer Series on Human Exceptionality)
Hardcover
(Springer)
¥30,040

洋書ニュース・ブックマン
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60. Zagelbaum, A.

55. Robinson, E.J. & S. Einav (eds)

Trust and Skepticism: Children’s Selective
Learning from Testimony. (Series: Current Issues in Developmental Psychology)
208pp., Hardback (Psychology Pr.)
ISBN 9781848721852 ¥22,550

April 2014,

School Counseling and the Student Athlete:
College, Careers, Identity, and Culture. May
2014, 224pp.,
¥25,360

Hardback

ISBN 9780415536219

(Paperback ISBN 9780415536226 ¥7,880)

認知・知覚・記憶

56. Rubie-Davies, C.

Becoming a High Expectation Teacher:
Raising the bar. July 2014: 246 x 174: 256pp: 23
illus, 3 tables, 10 photos, 13 line drawings Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN: 9780415713368 ¥25,360
(Paperback ISBN 9780415713375 ¥7,320)

61. Becker, M.

The Acquisition of Syntactic Structure:
Animacy and Thematic Alignment. (Cambridge Studies in Lingustics) April 2014, 330pp.,
Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107007840 ¥16,570

【社会階層と教育格差】
57. Siraj, I.

Social Class and Educational Inequality: The
Impact of Parents and Schools. June 2014,
352pp., Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107018051 ¥16,570

For a society aiming to ‘narrow the gap’ between the educational attainment of children from disadvantaged and more
privileged backgrounds, we need to understand how and
why certain children manage to succeed against the odds.
This book examines the impact of social class, parenting
and education on 50 children sampled from a bigger longitudinal study.

【言語、空間、精神】
62. Chilton, P.

Language, Space and Mind: The Conceptual
Geometry of Linguistic Meaning. July 2014,
325pp., Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107010130 ¥16,570

The idea that spatial cognition provides the foundation of
linguistic meaning, even highly abstract meanings, has
been put forward by a number of linguists in recent years.
This book takes this proposal into new dimensions and develops a theoretical framework based on simple geometric
principles.

【スポーツ心理学入門】
58. Tod, D.

Sport Psychology: The Basics.
224pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN:9780415834490 ¥18,320

June 2014,

(Paperback ISBN 9780415834506 ¥4,220)
With a comprehensive glossary of essential terminology and
suggestions for further study, Sport Psychology: The Basics
is a clear and concise guide to the ways that contemporary
sport psychologists address questions about human behavior in sport.

【学童の言語発達における個人差】
59. Tomblin, J.B. & M.A. Nippold (eds)

Understanding Individual Differences in
Language Development Across the School
Years. May 2014, 184pp., Paperback (Psychology Pr.) ISBN 9781848725331 ¥9,860

This volume presents the findings of a large-scale study of
individual differences in spoken (and heard) language development during the school years. It investigates the degree to which language abilities at school entry were stable
over time and influential in the child’s overall success in
important aspects of development.

【記憶としての推論】
63. Feeney, A. & V.A. Thompson (eds)
Reasoning as Memory. (Series: Current Issues in
Thinking and Reasoning)
June 2014, 224pp.,
Hardback (Psychology Pr.) ISBN 9781848721470
¥25,360
(Paperback ISBN 9781848721487 ¥8,450)
The chapters in this volume showcase work that demonstrates how advancements in the field of reasoning rely on
integrating findings, theories, and paradigms from the field
of memory. This timely book offers an overview of this burgeoning area of research and will be of interest to advanced
undergraduates on a wide range of cognitive courses, as
well as researchers interested in thinking, reasoning, or decision-making.

【異常な信念と推論】
64. Galbraith, N. (ed)

Aberrant Beliefs and Reasoning. (Series: Current Issues in Thinking and Reasoning) June 2014,
216pp., Hardback (Psychology Pr.)
ISBN:9781848723412 ¥25,360

(Paperback ISBN 9781848723429 ¥8,450)
This volume explores the role of reasoning in psychopathology. It provides an up-to-date theoretical analysis of
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research on thinking processes and biases, to examine why
delusional or aberrant beliefs can develop and be maintained. Including both theoretical and review chapters, the
edited text will review, synthesise and critique the most
prominent theories in light of recent evidence in the field including new research findings conducted by the authors
themselves. The text will provide new perspectives and theoretical advancements, encompassing cognitive, philosophical and clinical orientations. It will be of interest to
academics and students in the fields of human reasoning,
cognitive psychology and philosophy and will also be of use
to clinicians and psychiatrists.

65. Hillert, D.

The Nature of Language: Evolution, Paradigms and Circuits. June 2014, ca.280pp.,
(Springer)

【言語習得への統計学的アプローチ – 最新の研究】
68. Mintz, T. (ed)

Current Trends in Statistical Approach to
Language Acquisition. June 2014, 224pp.,
Hardback
¥22,550

【言語の本質 – 進化、パラダイム、回路】

Hardcover
¥27,720

decades of research on horizontal bias related to writing direction. Previous work by Jean-Pierre Deconchy is examined and integrated with current theory, and the
importance of deep thinking, on field observations, multiple
methodologies and creative procedures are proposed as
crucial elements for future social psychology.

ISBN:9781493906086

The book, The Nature of Language addresses one of the
most fundamental questions of mankind how did language
evolve, and what are the neurobiological and cognitive
foundations of language processing?

(Psychology Pr.)

ISBN:9781848721548

This volume brings together representative samples of current statistical approaches to language acquisition that
span the range of sub-areas in which these approaches
have been pursued. Topics covered include: phonological
acquisition, the acquisition of word forms, word categories
and word meanings. The chapters also discuss statistical
approaches more broadly, and statistical learning and language disorders. The book will be of great interest to students and researchers in cognitive psychology and
psycholinguistics looking for an overview of statistical approaches to language acquisition as applied to a variety of
sub-domains.

【ワーキングメモリーと加齢】
66. Logie, R.H. & R.G. Morris (eds)

Working Memory and Ageing. (Current Issues
in Memory) July 2014: 234 x 156: 208pp: 32 illus,
7 tables Hardback (Psychology Pr.)
ISBN:9781848721173 ¥25,360

(Paperback ISBN: 9781848721265 ¥8,450)
CONTENTS: Logie & Morris, Introduction Angela Kilb &
Moshe Naveh-Benjamin, The effects of divided attention on
long-term memory in younger and older adults Anna
Stigsdotter Neely & Lars Nyberg, Working Memory Training
in Late Adulthood:A Behavioral and Brain Perspective, Irene
E. Nagel and Ulman Lindenberger Functional neuroimaging
investigations of age-related working memory decline Timothy A. Salthouse, Individual Differences in Working Memory
and Aging Rebecca Charlton & Robin Morris, Structural correlates of age-related working memory decline Robert Logie
& Mark Horne, What is and what is not affected by age in
working memory Randall Engle, Commentary.

【非対称的世界に生きる – 行方向の違いが思考およ
び行動に与える影響】
67. Maass, A. et al.

Living in an Asymmetrical World: How
Writing Direction Affects Thought and Action. April 2014, 192pp., Hardback (Psychology
Pr.) ISBN 9780415521987 ¥23,950

There has recently been a renewed interest in the role of
spatial dimensions in social cognition, and how vertical and
horizontal trajectories are used to represent social concepts
such as power, agency, aggression, and dominance. Most of
this work surrounds the idea that abstract concepts are intrinsically linked to our sensory and motor experiences, including habitual interactions with the environment such as
reading and writing. Living in an Asymmetrical World makes
an original contribution to the field by addressing a "hot"
topic from a somewhat unusual perspective, bridging five

【合理的直感 – 哲学的根源と科学的探求】
69. Osbeck, L.M. (ed)

Rational Intuition: Philosophical Roots,
Scientific Investigations. Aug 2014, 330pp.,
(Cambridge U.P.)
¥16,570

ISBN 9781107022393

ca.

Covering a broad range of historical and contemporary
contexts, Rational Intuition explores how intuition is implicated in rational activity in its diverse forms. In bringing the
philosophical history of intuition into novel dialogue with
contemporary philosophical and empirical research, Lisa M.
Osbeck and Barbara S. Held invite a comparison of the
conceptions and functions of intuition, thereby clarifying
and advancing conceptual analysis across disciplines.

70. Osman, D.M.

Future-Minded: The Psychology of Agency
and Control. Feb 2014, 240pp., Hardback
(Palgrave
¥16,910

Macmillan)

ISBN:9781137396754

(Paperback ISBN 9781137022264 ¥6,480)
Focusing on processes including decision-making and
memory, this book provides fascinating insight into phenomena such as coincidences and the illusion of control to
consider how agency and control help us to think about the
future. It is essential reading for students of conceptual and
historical issues, consciousness dn decision-making.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
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【記憶想起と TOT 現象】

【神経経済学、判断、意志決定】

71. Schwartz, B. (ed)

75. Wilhelms, E.A. (ed)

Tip of the Tongue States and Related Phenomena. June 2014, 349pp., Hardback (Cambridge U.P.) ISBN 9781107035225 ca. ¥16,570

When the memory retrieval process breaks down, people
wonder exactly why and how such a thing occurs. In many
cases, failed retrieval is accompanied by a ‘tip of the tongue
state’, a feeling that an unretrieved item is stored in memory.
The study of tip of the tongue states represents an important crossroads where cognitive psychology meets popular conceptions of mind and memory.

【新しい行動主義 – 精神、メカニズム、社会・第 2 版】
72. Staddon, J.

The New Behaviorism: Mind, Mechanism,
and Society. March 2014, 216pp., Hardback
(Psychology Pr.) ISBN 9781848726871 ¥23,950

This groundbreaking book presents a brief history of behaviorism, the dominant movement in American psychology in the first half of the 20th Century. It then analyzes and
criticizes radical behaviorism, as pioneered by B.F. Skinner,
and its philosophy and applications to social issues.

Neuroeconomics, Judgment, and Decision
Making. (Frontiers of Cognitive Psychology) July
2014: 229 x 152: 328pp: 14 illus, 5 tables, 5 photos,
9 line drawings, Hardback (Psychology Pr.)
ISBN:9781848726598: ¥26,770

(Paperback ISBN 9781848726604: ¥11,270)
This volume covers the current research of behavioral economics and neuroeconomics with a broad perspective, and
an accessible and engaging writing style that may be used
as a text on upper-level courses. Coverage includes the cognitive and social psychology of decision making that is particularly relevant to the field of behavioral economics, as
well as the neurological bases for the cognitive principles
and the applications in a variety of domains. The book begins by covering foundational principles of behavioral economics and decision-making, and then reviews the insights
that neuroscience gives into these principles and the biological basis for decision-making and neuroeconomics. The
final section covers applications of these principles in a variety of domains, beginning with individual financial decisions, and expanding to the impact of group interactions,
and, finally, public policy applications.

人格・情動・社会心理学
【裁判における高齢者の目撃証言】
73. Toglia, M.P. et al. (eds)

The Elderly Eyewitness in Court. April 2014,
464pp.,
Paperback
(Psychology
ISBN:9781848725386 ¥11,270

Pr.)

【人間の概念行動における数学的原理】

76. Antaki, C. & S. Condor (eds)

Rhetoric, Ideology and Social Psychology.
(Series: Explorations in Social Psychology) March
2014, 224pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN 9780415820677 ¥23,950

74. Vigo, R.

Mathematical Principles of Human Conceptual Behavior. (Scientific Psychology Series) June
2014, 200pp., Hardback (Psychology Pr.)
ISBN 9780415714365 ¥22,550

【ラウトリッジのアイデンティティ研究ハンドブック】
77. Elliott, A. (ed)

＜ペーパー版＞

Routledge Handbook of Identity Studies.

The fields of cognitive science and psychology face three
long standing challenges: discovering the laws that govern
concept learning and categorization behavior in organisms,
showing how they inform other areas of cognitive research,
and describing them with the mathematical systematicity
and precision found in the physical sciences. This volume
will introduce a set of general mathematical principles for
predicting and explaining conceptual behaviour based on
seven fundamental constructs of universal science: invariance, complexity, information, similarity, dissimilarity, pattern, and representation.

Dec 2013, 432pp., Paperback (Routledge)
ISBN 9781138019416 ¥10,140

This Handbook offers a remarkably clear overview3 of the
analysis of identity in the social sciences, and in so doing
seeks to develop a new agenda for identity studies in the
twenty-first century.

78. Finzi, E.

The Face of Emotion: How Botox Affects
Our Moods and Relationships. June 2014,
240pp., Paperback (Palgrave Macmillan)
ISBN 9781137279132 ¥3,090

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
洋書ニュース・ブックマン
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【動機付けとその調整】
79. Forgas, J.P. & E.Harmon-Jones (eds)

Motivation and Its Regulation: The Control
Within. (Series: Sydney Symposium of Social Psychology) April 2014, 464pp., Hardback (Psychology Pr.) ISBN 9781848725614 ¥26,770

(Paperback ISBN 9781848725621 ¥11,270)
This book surveys the most recent psychological research
on how motivational processes are regulated in daily life to
achieve desired outcomes. Contributors are all leading international investigators, and they explore such exciting
questions as: What is the relationship between motivation
and self-control? What is the role of affect and cognition in
regulating motivation? How do conscious and unconscious
motivational processes interact? What role do physiological
processes play in controlling motivation? How can we regulate aggressive impulses? How do affective states control
motivation? Can motivation distort perception and attention? What are the social, cultural and interpersonal effects
of motivational control?

construct at multiple levels of analysis, from neural pathways to complex social and cultural dynamics. Coverage
includes how individuals gain self-awareness, agency, and a
sense of identity; self-related motivation and emotion; the
role of the self in interpersonal behavior; and
self-development across evolutionary time and the lifespan.
Connections between self-processes and psychological
problems are also addressed. (Hardback 2011 ISBN
978-1-4625-0305-6 ¥20,080)

83. Music, G.

The Good Life: Wellbeing and the New Science of Altruism, Selfishness and Immorality. May 2014, 232pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN:9781848722262 ¥22,550

(Paperback ISBN 9781848722279 ￡16.99)

84. Nayak, S.

Black Feminist Theory and Critical Psychology: Race, Gender and Social Change.

【アイデンティティ – 意識的・無意識的自己組織化】

May 2014, 160pp.,
Hardback
ISBN:978184721746 ¥22,550

80. Horowitz, M.

(Paperback ISBN 9781848721753 ¥7,040

(Routledge)

Identity: Conscious and Unconscious Self
Organization. (Series: Psychological issues) June
2014, 160pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN 9780415736190 ¥29,590

【ネガティブな感情のポジティブな側面】

(Paperback ISBN 9780415736206 ¥7,600)
Advances in science and the humanities have demonstrated the complexity of psychological, social and neurological
factors influencing identity. A contemporary discourse is
needed to anchor the concepts required in speaking about
identity in present day understanding. In Identity and the
New Psychoanalytic Explorations of Self-organization, Mardi
Horowitz offers new ways of speaking about parts of self,
explaining what causes a range of experiences from solidity
in grounding the self to disturbances in a sense of identity.

【社会的アイデンティティ・第 4 版】
81. Jenkins, R.

Social Identity, 4th Edition.
264pp., Paperback (Routledge)
ISBN :780415706926 ¥7,600

April 2014,

The fourth edition of Social Identity builds on the international success of previous editions, offering a concise, comprehensive and readable critical introduction to social
science theories of identity for advance undergraduates and
postgraduates.

【自己とアイデンティティに関するハンドブック・第 2 版
／ペーパー版】
82. Leary, M. & J.P. Tangney (eds)

Handbook of Self and Identity, 2nd Edition.
Feb 2014, 754pp., Paperback (Guilford)
ISBN 9781462515370 ¥9,200

85. Parrott, G. (ed)

The Positive Side of Negative Emotions.
March 2014, 306pp., Hardback (Guilford)
ISBN 9781462513338 ¥7,530

This unique volume brings together state-of-the-art research showing the value of emotions that many believe to
be undesirable. Leading investigators explore the functions
and benefits of sadness, anxiety, anger, embarrassment,
shame, guilt, jealousy, and envy. The role of these emotions
in social interactions and relationships is examined, as are
cultural differences in how they are valued and expressed.
The volume considers how people seek out these feelings in
everyday life to improve performance, gain insight, and express cares and commitments. Negative emotions are
shown to have an important place in a rich and meaningful
life.

【社会および人格心理学研究法ハンドブック・第２版】
86. Reis, Harry T. & C.M. Judd (eds)

Handbook of Research Methods in Social
and Personality Psychology, 2nnd Edition.
March 2014, 688pp., Paperback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107600751 ¥10,880

This indispensable sourcebook covers conceptual and practical issues in research design in the field of social and personality psychology. Key experts address specific methods
and areas of research, contributing to a comprehensive
overview of contemporary practice. This updated and expanded second edition offers current commentary on social
and personality psychology, reflecting the rapid development of this dynamic area of research over the past decade.

Widely regarded as the authoritative reference in the field,
this volume comprehensively reviews theory and research
on the self. Leading investigators address this essential
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87. Schinke, R.J. & K.R. McGannon (eds)

91. Van Prooijen, J.-W. (ed)

The Psychology of Sub-Culture in Sport and
Physical Activity: A Critical Approach. (Series: International Perspectives on Key Issues in
Sport and Exercise Psychology) June 2014, 248pp.,
Hardback
(Routledge)
ISBN 9781848721579
¥22,550

Power, Politics, and Paranoia: Why People
are Suspicious of Their Leaders. May 2014,
360pp., Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107035805 ¥16,570

(Paperback ISBN 9781848721586 ¥8,170)

臨床心理学
【社会的精神の二重過程理論】
88. Sherman, J.W. et al. (eds)

Dual-Process Theories of the social Mind.
May 2014, 638pp., Hardback (Guilford)
ISBN:9781462514397 ¥15,900

【健康問題の判断・意志決定における数値的推論】
92. Anderson, B.L. (ed)

This volume provides an authoritative synthesis of a dynamic, influential area of psychological research. Leading
investigators address all aspects of dual-process theories:
their core assumptions, conceptual foundations, and applications to a wide range of social phenomena. In 38 chapters, the volume addresses the pivotal role of automatic and
controlled processes in attitudes and evaluation; social perception; thinking and reasoning; self-regulation; and the
interplay of affect, cognition, and motivation. Current empirical and methodological developments are described. Critiques of the duality approach are explored and important
questions for future research identified.

Numerical Reasoning in Judgments and Decision Making about Health. June 2014, 280pp.,
Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107040946 ¥16,570

Discusses numerical reasoning in healthcare from a variety
of perspectives. Includes in-depth analyses of numeracy research as well as large-scale discussions bout the application of these findings to policies and best-practices. This
book will appeal to academics, students, healthcare providers, patients and policy makers.

93. Balk, D.E.

Dealing with Dying, Death, and Grief during
Adolescence. (Series in Death, Dying, and Be-

【社会心理学の立場からの意識研究】
89. Saunders, G.

Acts of Consciousness: A Social Psychology
Standpoint.
May 2014, 250pp., Hardback
(Cambridge U.P.) ISBN 9780521111249 ¥15,060

(Paperback ISBN 9780521128544 ¥5,850)
A novel approach to the study of consciousness, examining
it from a social psychological perspective. Through classic
thought experiment stories, research interviews with former
captives and treatments in the arts, the author develops a
‘cubist psychology of consciousness’ allowing the topic to be
studied from a fresh angle.

【ポジティブ感情ハンドブック】
538pp., Hardback (Guilford)
ISBN:9781462513970 ¥18,410

(Paperback ISBN 9780415534505 ¥6,520

94. Barkley, R.A. & A.L. Robin

Defiant Teens, 2nd Edition.
192pp., Paperback (Guilford)
ISBN 9781462514410 ¥5,850

May 2014,

95. Daneshpour, M.

90. Tugade, M.M. et al. (eds)

Handbook of Positive Emotions.

reavement)
April 2014, 288pp.,
Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN:9780415534499 ￡100

Feb 2014,

Family Therapy with Muslims.
ca.200pp., Hardcover (Springer)
ISBN 9781493905027 ¥10,390

April 2014,

This authoritative handbook reviews the breadth of current

knowledge about positive emotions: their nature, functions,
and consequences for individuals and society. Specific emotions are analyzed in depth, including happiness, pride,
romantic love, compassion, gratitude, awe, challenge, and
hope. Major theoretical perspectives are presented and cutting-edge research methods explained. The volume addresses neurobiological and physiological aspects of positive
emotions as well as their social and intrapersonal contexts.
Implications for physical health, coping, and psychopathology are explored, as are connections to organizational functioning and consumer behavior.

96. Dattilio, F.M.

Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy with Couples
and Families: A Comprehensive Guide for
Clinicians. 2013, 286pp., Paperback (Guilford)
ISBN 9781462514168 ¥4,180
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97. Dryden, W.

102.

Current Issues in Rational-Emotive Therapy.
(Psychology Revivals) May 2014: 216 x 138: 232pp
Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN:9781138791299
¥19,730

Fivaz-Depeursinge, E. & D.A. Phillipp

The Baby and the Couple: Understanding
and Treating Young Couple.
June 2014,
240pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN:9780415844956 ¥26,770

(Paperback ISBN 9780415844963 ¥7,040)

【心理療法における主要事例】

103.

98. Dryden, W. (ed)

Key Cases in Psychotherapy. (Psychology Revivals) May 2014: 216 x 138: 284pp Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN:9781138791794 ¥19,730

CONTENTS: 1. Windy Dryden Key Cases in Psychotherapy:
An Introduction 2. James K. Morrison A Psychotherapist at
the Crossroads: A Personal and Professional Turning Point
3. Mark Aveline The Process of Being Known and the Initiation of Change 4. Brian Thorne Beyond the Core Conditions
5. Daniel B. Wile An Even More Offensive Theory 6. John
Rowan Siding with the Client 7. Trevor Butt and Don Bannister Better the Devil You Know 8. Albert Ellis On the
Origin and Development of Rational-Emotive Therapy 9.
Richard L. Wessler Listening to Oneself: Cognitive Appraisal
Therapy 10. Arnold A. Lazarus When More is Better 11.
James O. Prochaska From Prescription to Integration 12.
Windy Dryden Key Cases in Psychotherapy: Concluding
Issues. Index.

Rational-Emotive Therapy: Fundamentals
and Innovations. (Psychology Revivals) May

100.

(Guilford) ISBN 9781462513680 ¥6,690

【職場における筋骨格系の痛みと障害】
104.

Gatchel, R. & I.Z. Schultz (eds)

Handbook of Musculoskeletal Pain and Disability Disorders in the Workplace. (Handbooks in Health, Work, and Disability) May 2014,
678pp., Hardcover (Springer)
ISBN 9781493906116 ¥57,540

105.

Golden, C.J. & L. Lashley

Forensic Neuropsychological Evaluation of
the Violent Offender. (SpringerBriefs in Psychol-

99. Dryden, W.
2014: 216 x 138: 192pp Hardback
ISBN:9781138791213 ¥15,660

Gallagher, R. & H. Abikoff

Organizational Skills Training for Children
with ADHD: An Empirically Supported
Treatment. April 2014, 404pp., Hardback

ogy) April 2014, 92pp., Softcover
ISBN 978331904791 ¥11,550

(Springer)

(Routledge)
106.

Grossmark, R.

The One and the Many: Relational Approaches to Group Psychotherapy. (Psychoa-

Fernando, S.

Mental Health Worldwide: Culture, Globalization and Development. March 2014, 224pp.,
Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan)
ISBN 9781137329592 ¥18,320

nalysis in a New Key Book Series) July 2014: 234 x
156:
304pp
Hardback
(Routledge)
ISBN:9780415621809 £120.00
(Paperback ISBN 9780415621816 ¥8,450)

(Paperback ISBN 9781137329585 ¥5,630)

【愛着の精神医学、心理療法、精神分析】
107.

【複雑性トラウマの治療】
101.

Fish, L.S. & M.J. Barrett

Treating Complex Trauma: A Relational
Blueprint for Collaboration and Change.
July 2014, 200pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN 9780415510202 ¥25,360

(Paperback ISBN 9780415510219 ¥6,190)
In this book renowned clinicians Mary Jo Barrett and Linda
Stone Fish use decades of combined experience to show
clinicians how to help clients move from a context of trauma and homeostasis to a context of change Mental Health
professionals will learn a wide variety of symptom-specific
interventions that they can apply to help clients interrupt
patterns, change symptomatic behaviour, expand realities,
and begin building toward goals.

Holmes, J.

Attachments: Psychiatry, Psychotherapy,
Psychoanalysis: The Selected Works of
Jeremy Holmes. (World Library of Mental Health)
July 2014: 234 x 156: 288pp: 6 tables Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN:9780415644228 ¥25,360

For three decades Jeremy Holmes has been a leading figure
in psychodynamic psychiatry in the UK and across the
world. He has played a central role in promoting the ideas of
John Bowlby and in developing the clinical applications –
psychiatric and psychotherapeutic – of Attachment Theory
in working with adults. Drawing on both psychoanalytic
and attachment ideas, Holmes has been able to encompass
a truly biopsychosocial perspective. As a psychotherapist
Holmes brings together psychodynamic, systemic and cognitive models, alert to vital differences, but also keenly sensitive to overlaps and parallels.
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Holmes, J.

114.

The Therapeutic Imagination: Using literature to deepen psychodynamic understanding and enhance empathy. June 2014: 234 x
156: 224pp Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN:9780415819572 ¥25,360

Mooren, T. & M. Stofsel

Diagnosing and Treating Complex Trauma.
June 2014, 248pp., Hardback (Routledge) ISBN
9780415821131 ¥25,360
(Paperback 9780415821148 ¥7,600)

【DSM-5 診断ガイド】
115.

【ラウトリッジの愛着ハンドブック・全 3 巻】
109.

Holmes, P. & S. Farnfield (eds)

The Routledge Handbook of Attachment. (3
volume set) August 2014: 234 x 156: 712pp Paperback (Routledge) ISBN:9781138016729 ¥16,910

The Routledge Handbooks of Attachment provide a uniquely
detailed yet accessible approach to attachment. Paul
Holmes and Steve Farnfield have assembled an international selection of contributors and here present three volumes covering theory, assessment and implications and
interventions.
The Routledge Handbooks of Attachment
are indispensable guides for clinical psychologists, psychiatrists and social workers working with and assessing children and families, clinicians in training and students.

110.

Koslow, S.H. (ed)

A Concise Guide to Understanding Suicide:
Epidemiology, Pathophysiology and Prevention. July 2014, 400pp., Hardback (Cambridge
U.P.) ISBN 9781107033238 ¥19,250

DSM-5 Made Easy: The Clinician's Guide to
Diagnosis. May 2014, 662pp., Hardback (Guilford) ISBN 9781462514427 ¥12,550

In this indispensable book, master diagnostician James
Morrison presents the spectrum of diagnoses in DSM-5 in
an accessible, engaging, clinically useful format. Demystifying DSM-5 criteria without sacrificing accuracy, the book
includes both ICD-10-CM and ICD-9-CM codes for each
disorder. It also includes the Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) Scale (from DSM-IV-TR), with a clear rationale
for its continued use. More than 130 detailed case vignettes
illustrate typical patient presentations; down-to-earth discussions of each case demonstrate how to arrive at the diagnosis and rule out other likely possibilities. Providing a
wealth of diagnostic pointers, Morrison writes with the wisdom and wit that made his guide to the prior DSM a valued
resource for hundreds of thousands of clinicians. His website (www.guilford.com/jm) offers additional discussion and
resources related to psychiatric diagnosis and DSM-5.

【認知行動療法 – １００のキーポイントと技法】
116.

111.

Loewenthal, D. & A. Samuels

Relational Psychotherapy, Psychoanalysis
and Counselling: Appraisals and Reappraisals. June 2014, 248pp., Hardback
ISBN 9780415721530 ¥31,000
(Paperback ISBN 9780415721547 ¥7,880)

112.

Miller, L.D. et al.

Effortless Mindfulness: Genuine Mental
Health Through Awakened Presence. May
2014, 232pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN 9780415637312 ¥25,360

Therapeutic Metaphors for Children and the
Child Within, 2nd Edition. July 2014: 229 x
(Paperback ISBN 9780415708104 ¥7,040)

2014: 198 x 129: 264pp: 10 tables Hardbback
(Routledge) ISBN:9780415743358 ¥23,950

(Paperback ISBN 9780415743365 ¥4,780)
For the second edition of this book, Michael Neenan and
Windy Dryden have revised and updated many of the
points and several new ones have been added. This neat,
usable book is an essential guide for psychotherapists and
counsellors, both trainees and qualified, who need to ensure they are entirely familiar with the key features of CBT
as part of a general introduction to the current major psychotherapies.

117.

Page, S.

2014: 234 x 156: 328pp: 11 illus, 2 tables, 11 line
drawings
Hardback
(Routledge)
ISBN:9780415595650 ¥31,000

Mills, J.C. & R.J. Crowley

152:
264pp
Hardback
ISBN:9780415708098 ¥25,360

Neenan, M. & W. Dryden

Cognitive Behaviour Therapy: 100 Key
Points and Techniques, 2nd Edition. August

Supervising the Counsellor and Psychotherapist: A cyclical model, 3rd Edition. July

(Paperback ISBN 9780415637336 ¥7,040)

113.

Morrison, J.

(Paperback ISBN 9780415595667

¥7,880 )

(Routledge)

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
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【愛の代償 - パークス博士の精選論文集 】
118.

122.

Parkes, C.M.

The Price of Love: The selected works of
Colin Murray Parkes. (World Library of Mental
Health) July 2014: 234 x 156: 280pp: 4 illus, 10 tables, 4 line drawings Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN:9780415662710 ¥25,360

The papers included here have been carefully selected and
annotated to show how Parkes’ thinking has developed
during a career as researcher, practitioner and educator. In
each section of the book psychological and social causes are
paired with consequences and interventions (both preventive and therapeutic) and explored from Western and
cross-cultural perspectives, all with Parkes’ customary clarity and compassion.

119.

Pearlman, L.A. et al.

Treating Traumatic Bereavement: A Practitioner’s Guide. Feb 2014, 356pp., Paperback
(Guilford) ISBN 9781462513178 ¥7,530

120.

Pollak, S. et al.

Sitting Together: Essential Skills for Mindfulness-Based Psychoterapy.
Mar 2014,
242pp., Hardback (Guilford)
ISBN 9781462513987 ¥5,850

Roberts, M. et al. (eds)

Clinical Practice of Pediatric Psychology.
April 2014, 352pp., Hardback (Guilford)
ISBN 9781462514113 ¥7,530

【児童および青年における境界性人格障害】
123.

Sharp, C. & J.L. Tackett (eds)

Handbook of Borderline Personality Disorder
in Children and Adolescents. Aug 2014, 509pp.,
Hardcover
¥57,540

(Springer)

ISBN 9781493905904

Explores juvenile borderline personality disorder (BPD)
through a biopsychosocial model
Addresses wide-ranging behaviors that disrupt the lives of
children and adolescents with BPD
Examines the vast research into BPD in children and adolescents from the past decade
Details the various treatment options for juvenile BPD, including mentalization-based treatment, dialectical behavior
therapy, and cognitive analytic therapy

124.

Short, F. & P. Thomas

Core Approaches in Counselling and Psychotherapy. August 2014: 246 x 189: 312pp: 29
illus, 2 tables, 29 photos Hardback
ISBN:9781444167283 ¥28,180
(Paperback ISBN 9780415745147

(Routledge)

¥8,450 )

【児童の神経心理学的・心理学的評価の統合】
121.

Reinstein, D. & D. Burau

Integrating Neuropsychological and Psychological Assessments of the Child. June 2014,
320pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN 9780415708876 ¥26,770

【健康心理学 – 生物心理社会的アプローチ】
125.

Straub, R.O.

Health Psychology: A Biopsychosocial Approach. April 2014, 705pp., Hardback (Worth)
ISBN 9781464109379 ¥17,750

(Paperback ISBN 9780415708883 ¥9,860)
This book is a resource for neuropsychologists, psychologists, teachers and parents who wish to address both the
neurologically- and emotionally-based difficulties with
which their children are presenting. In addition to a thorough description of neuropsychological and psychological
assessment tools, this book also provides professionals with
a unified approach to using the results from assessments to
understand and integrate cognitive, behavioral, social and
emotional functioning in school-age children. It posits that
to educate and treat children who are struggling in school
due to unique cognitive or emotional vulnerabilities, the
whole child must be considered to decipher their needs and
implement interventions. Cultivating a therapeutic relationship that integrates the emotional and relational functioning of the child enhances both their learning and ability
to successfully navigate the world.

Rick Straub's focus on the biopsychosocial model, gender,
lifespan, and culture perspectives, and real world applications makes Health Psychology a riveting and culturally-enriched educational experience for students. This
redesigned new edition has been carefully and extensively
updated, enhanced by Straub's meticulous revision process
and feedback from instructors and students.With more
emphasis on positive health, the new edition examines information from biological, psychological, and social aspects
of health offering students a balanced perspective that can
help inform their future health decisions in real life.

126.

Stravynski, A.

Social Phobia: An Interpersonal Approach.
June 2014, 368pp., Hardback
ISBN 9781107007192 ¥16,570

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
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【自閉症スペクトラム障害の青年および成人】
127.

132.

Volkmar, F.R. et al. (eds)

Adolescents and Adults with Autism Spectrum Disorders. April 2014, 360pp., Hardcover
(Springer) ISBN 9781493905058 ¥10,380

Provides comprehensive coverage of the issues facing adolescents and adults with autism and those who care for
them. Fills the void of evidence-based practices for clinicians
who treat adolescents and adults with autism spectrum
disorders. Outlines best practices for professionals who
work with this aging population with ASD. Unites authors
from across multiple fields to provide a broad perspective

128.

ISBN 9781462515332 ¥4,180

133.

Furnham, A.

The New Psychology of Money.
280pp., Hardback (Psychology Pr.)
ISBN 9781848721784 ¥23,950

May 2014,

Bornstein, B.H. & R.L. Wiener (eds)

Justice, Conflict and Wellbeing: Multidisciplinary Perspectives. April 2014, ca.200pp.,
Hardcover
¥23,100

(Springer)

ISBN 9781493906222

Justice, conflict and wellbeing are large topics that occupy
researchers from a variety of disciplines, as well as laypeople and policy makers.

Burt, C.D.

Managing the Public’s Trust in Non-profit
Organizations. (SpringerBriefs in Psychology)
March 2014, 65pp., Softcover (Springer)
ISBN 9781493905591 ¥11,550

【行動経済学・第 2 版】
131.

(Paperback ISBN 9781848726178 ¥14,930)
Chapters discuss the supervision and training involved
along with models of practice, theory, techniques, and ethical issues that psychologists will need to succeed in this
field. The chapters are written by experts from many countries around the world.

(Paperback ISBN 9781848721791 ¥8,450)
Radically updated from its original publication in 1998, The
New Psychology of Money is a timely and fascinating book
on the psychological impact of an aspect of daily life we
generally take for granted. It will be of interest to all students of psychology, economics and business and anyone
who takes an interest in the world around them.

応用心理学

130.

(Psychology Pr.) ISBN:9781848726161 ¥22,550

【新しい貨幣の心理学】

White, S.W.

Social Skills Training for Children with Asperger Syndrome and High-Functioning Autism. Jan 2014, 182pp., Paperback (Guilford)

129.

Cremades, J.G. & L.S. Tashman (eds)

Becoming a Sport, Exercise, and Performance Psychology Professional: A Global
Perspective. June 2014, 400pp.,
Hardback

Cartwright, E.

【社会および行動科学における最近の傾向】
134.

Gaol, F.L. et al. (eds)

Recent Trends in Social and Behaviour Sciences. (Proceedings of the International Congress
on Interdisciplinary Behaviour and Social Sciences
2013) March 2014: 246 x 174: 100pp Pack - Book
and CD:
(CRC Pr.)
ISBN:9781138001213
¥41,150

The human aspect plays an important role in the social
sciences. The behaviour of people has become a vital area of
focus in the social sciences as well. Recent Trends in Social
and Behaviour Sciences contains papers that were originally presented at the International Congress on Interdisciplinary Behaviour and Social Sciences, held 4-5 November
2013, in Jakarta, Indonesia. The contributions deal with
various interdisciplinary research topics, particularly in the
fields of social sciences, economics and arts. The papers
focus especially on such topics as language, cultural studies, economics, behaviour studies, political sciences, media
and communication, psychology and human development.

Behavioral Economics, 2nd Edition. (Series:

Routledge Advanced Texts in Economics and Finance) April 2014, 533pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN:9780415737616 ¥35,230
(Paperback ISBN 9780415737647 ¥11,270)
This textbook introduces all the key results and insights of
behavioural economics and considers their application in a
wide diversity of settings. With expanded and updated coverage, and a new companion website, this book remains the
ideal introduction to behavioural economics for advanced
undergraduate and graduate students.

135.

Genovese, M.A.

Building Tomorrow’s Leaders Today: On
Becoming a Polymath Leader. Jan 2014,
144pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN:9781848725300 ¥19,160
(Paperback ISBN 9781848725317 ¥6,180)

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
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Harpaz, I. & R. Snir (eds)

Heavy Work Investment: Its Nature, Sources,
Outcomes and Future Directions. (Applied
Psychology Series) August 2014: 229 x 152: 384pp:
11 illus, 17 tables, 11 line drawings Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN:9780415835053 ¥22,260
(Paperback ISBN 9780415835060 ¥10,700)

Jones, R.G.

Psychology of Sustainability: An Applied
Perspective. September 2014: 254 x 178: 400pp:

36 illus, 12 tables, 5 photos, 31 line drawings Hardback (Routledge) ISBN:9780415843126 ¥28,180
(Paperback ISBN 9780415843133 ¥11,270)
CONTENTS: 1. Applied Psychology and the Environment 2.
The Determinist in Us All 3. Differences among People 4.
Opening the Black Box 5. Social Contexts 6. Development,
Identity Formation, and Motivation 7. Learning and Behavior Change 8. Processes in Applied Psychology
9.Organizational Interventions 10. Broad Interventions 11.
The Adaptive Capacity Scorecard

138.

141.

Otten, S. et al. (eds)

Towards Inclusive Organizations: Determinants of Successful Diversity Management
at Work. (Series: Current Issues in Work and Or-

【持続可能性の心理学】
137.

sessment Centers and Simulations 9. Being a Developer
and Coach Section III: Expanding the Power of Feedback 10.
Feedback Across the Globe 11. Feedback in Team 12.
Technology and Feedback 13. Becoming a Feedback-Oriented Continuous Learner

Kapardis, A.

Psychology and Law: A Critical Introduction,
4th Edition. March 2014, 608pp., Paperback

ganizational Psychology)
June 2014, 192pp.,
Hardback (Psychology Pr.) ISBN 9781848721890
¥22,550

【労働者の高齢化 – 職場のウェルビーイングと生産性】
142.

Truxillo, D.M. & F. Fraccaroli (eds)

Age in the Workplace: Challenges and Opportunities. July 2014: 276 x 219: 144pp: 29 line
drawings Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN:9781138787629 ¥23,950

The workforce across industrialized nations has become
both older and more age-diverse, and this trend is expected
to continue in the coming decades. These changes will have
important implications for motivating and managing both
individual employees and teams and because people are retiring later, it is important to address ways to sustain the
wellbeing and productivity of workers.

(Cambridge U.P.) ISBN 9781107650848 ¥13,380

【仕事での燃え尽き症候群】
139.

Leiter, M.P. et al. (eds)

Burnout at Work: A Psychological Perspective. May 2014, 200pp., Hardback (Psychology
Pr.) ISBN:9781848722286 ¥22,550

(Paperback ISBN 9781848722293 ¥7,880)
.This book provides an overview of the current state of research on job burnout. Identifying important contributions
made in recent years the book considers the implications of
recent developments for a comprehensive model of burnout
research.

【パーフォーマンスを改善するフィードバックの力】
140.

London, M.

The Power of Feedback: Giving, Seeking,
and Using Feedback for Performance Improvement. (Applied Psychology Series) July
2014: 229 x 152: 224pp: 2 tables Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN:9781848725478 ¥26,770

(Paperback ISBN 9781848725485 ¥7,600)
CONTENTS: Section I: How People See Themselves and
Others 1. Introduction: The Power and Challenge of Feedback 2. How and Why Feedback Work 3. How People Evaluate Themselves 4. Understanding Giving, Seeking, and
Using Feedback 5. The Source’s Perspective Section II:
Sources of Feedback Information and Support 6. Performance Appraisal Methods 7. 360 Degree Feedback 8. As-
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Atkinson & Hilgard’s

Introduction to Psychology
16th Edition
By Susan Nolen-Hoeksema, Yale University
Barbara L. Fredrickson, University of Michigan
Geoffrey R. Loftus, University of Washington (Seattle)
Christel Lutz, University College Utrecht
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816 ページ

ペーパー版

本体価格 \7,000

Now in its 16tth edition, Atkinson & Hilgard’s Introduction to Psychology has been fully revised
and updated to reflect all recent research developments, theories and ideas, whilst also retaining
all of the qualities which have established it as a leading undergraduate psychology textbook over
the past five decades, including its highly accessible and engaging student centred approach.
Table of Contents:
1. The Nature of Psychology
2. Biological Foundations of Psychology
3. Psychological Development
4. Sensory processes
5. Perception
6. Consciousness
7. Learning and Conditioning
8. Memory
9. Language and Thought
10. Motivation

11. Emotion
12. Intelligence
13. Personality
14. Stress, Health, and Coping
15. Psychological Disorders
16. Treatment of Mental Health Problems
17. Social Influence
18. Social Cognition
Appendix
Statistical
Methods
and
Measurement
(Cengage Learning) ISBN 9781408089026
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